
Necro, Dead Body Disposal (Remix)
Dead Body Disposal Remix!!

Get Rid Of bodies bodies bodies bodies
Get Rid Of bodies bodies bodies bodies
Get Rid Of bodies bodies bodies bodies

Brand New Verse!!!!

Dead Body Disposal
For those that don't know what to do after ya foes are killed
Shit could get messy when the blood flow spills
You never know when you might need to know skills

Let's talk about dead body disposal
My proposal take the corpse to the bathtub
And drain the blood out of the bastard
Strip ya self new first so you don't get blood on ya new shirt
And cut the fuckin' corpse up like a butcher to meat kid
And put the pieces inside trash bags
So she'll be wreaking like a fags ass
With flesh covered in leeches
And throw the bags away
In various trash bins in different areas
This shit's hilarious
Nobody notices some asshole taking out the garbage
Who would know it's a carcass?
Even if they were focusing 'cause the plastic bag is dark kid
And even the nosy bitch wouldn't open it, it make no sense
And if you do it just before a trash pick up
The bodies hauled away before it decays and stinks up
It won't be noticed but literally turns up other shit
And ya bag is in the middle buried right under it
Especially if you double-bagged it
Ya victim'll stay a faggot in fragments forever stagnet

Dead Body Disposal
For those that don't know what to do after ya foes are killed
Shit could get messy when the blood flow spills
You never know when you might need to know skills
In body disposal it's no frills
Dead Body Disposal
Are you interested in hearing my proposal?

No Need to dig you'll be eating by a pig
no piece of meat is to big for 20 boars your flesh is sweet like figs
to vultures feasents and crows theres many desert holes
where no one every goes bury your foes and no one ever knows
whenever a severed corpse starts to decompose the smell is unpleasent
to the nose to some perticular scum ti's refreshing like a rose
the smell of death infested flesh is like jelly on toast but to most 
it makes ur belly feel gross so keep your bathroom door closed tightly
cause if ur neighbours smell it they might be likely to call cops
to impose after your pigs eat the corpse you can sell the pork
you can make a business out of murder when i pull the song 
check it you'll kill a whore feed it to the boars till u fill um
then sell the meat to the store it'll kill um for sure 
all the towns ppl and children will be yours customers and victoms to
choose that's puttin victoms to use

Dead Body Disposal
For those that don't know what to do after ya foes are killed
Shit could get messy when the blood flow spills
You never know when you might need to know skills
In body disposal it's no frills



Get rid of bodies
Get rid of bodies
Get rid of bodies bodies bodies
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